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For a monoid S, the collection of all indecomposable left S-sets can be 
divided into equivalence classes, and these classes correspond to components of 
the left S-set V formed by letting S act on its set of left congruences by transla- 
tion. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a monoid. A left S-set is a set X together a function S x X --f X, 
written (s, x) t+ sx such that lx = x for all x E X and s(tx) = (st) x for all 
s, t E S and all x E X. A left S-set X is indecomposable if X # o and if for every 
x, y E X there exist z1 ,,.., zg E X such that x E Sz, , y E Sz, , and Szi n S.q,, 
# @ for i = l,...,p - 1 (see [2], [4], or [5] for undefined notation.) 
It is well known that every left S-set X is uniquely the disjoint union of 
indecomposable S-sets called the indecomposable compotents of X. 
However, it is not easy to classify the indecomposable S-sets associated with 
a monoid S since their structure involves things unrelated to S itself (cf. con- 
structions in [4, 6, 81). Perhaps the simplest way to illustrate this phenomenon 
is to let S = {I, a, b), where 1 is a two-sided identity, a* = ba = a, and 
b2 = ab = b. Then the S-set formed by letting S act on itself by left multi- 
plication has two fixed points, a and b. Now by taking any number of copies 
of S and “pasting” them together at “a, ” one can form for this three element 
monoid indecomposable S-sets of arbitrarily large cardinality. Copies of this S 
can be pasted together in many ways (cf. [2], vol. 2, and [4]) to form indecom- 
posable S-sets, but none of the ways has anything to do with the structure of S 
except for the fact that S has the fixed points a and b under left multiplication. 
The purpose of this work is to produce for an arbitrary monoid S a scheme 
for classifying indecomposable S-sets which is weaker than isomorphism, but 
fairly natural and intrinsically related to S. To this end we study the left S-set 
V = {a: o is a left congruence on S}, where the action of S on %? is that of left 
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translation: If u E V and s E S, then the left translation % of u by s is the left 
congruence on S given by a So b if and only if as u bs. The relation of this S-set 
to the structure of S has been studied in [5] and [7]. 
Recall now that if X and Y are left S-sets, then a homomorphism of left 
S-sets is a function $: X-+ Y such that $(sx) = s+(x) for all s E S and x E X. 
Recall also that a set 2 C X is an S-subset of X if sz E 2 for all s E S and all 
z E 2. Now if X is an arbitrary left S-set and %? is as above, we define the func- 
tion @,: X -+ V by ax(x) = oz , where for x E X, or is the left congruence on S 
defined by a uD b if and only if ax = bx in X. When dealing with a fixed S-set 
X, or where the context is not likely to lead to confusion, let us write Dp, simply 
as @. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For a left S-set X, the function @: X -+ V is a homo- 
morphism of left S-sets. Hence, if X is indecomposable, then its image Q(X) is an 
indecomposable S-subset of %‘, and therefore contained in some indecomposable 
component of 9. 
Proof. The second statement follows clearly from the first. To see the first, 
let x E X and s E S. Then @(sx) = osz . But a gQz b if and only if a(sx) = b(sx), 
which is if and only if as oe bs. But this says that a %, b. Hence us2 = %J~, so 
that @(sx) = “(Q(x)), as desired. 
Let X and Y be left S-sets, and let CC X-t Y be an S-homomorphism. Then 
it need not always be true that Qr 0 cy = ax . However, we do have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If 01: X >--t Y is an injective S-homomorphism, then 
@Y ON,=@ X’ 
Proof. Let x E X. Then Q*(x) = uz and @r 0 a(x) = a,(,) . But for a, b E S, 
we see that a a,(,) b if and only if aar(x) = b&(x), which is if and only if a(ax) = 
a(bx). But since 01 is injective, this is if and only if ax = bx which is if and only 
if a CJ~ b. Hence a,(,) = uz as desired. 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE RELATION 
As above let S be a fixed but arbitrary monoid. Let X and Y be indecompo- 
sable left S-sets. Say that X and Y are related, and write X N Y, if there are 
an indecomposable left S-set 2 and inject&e S-homomorphisms X >+ 2 and 
Y >-+ Z. In other words, two indecomposable left S-sets are related if they can 
both be embedded in a larger indecomposable. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The relation N is an equivalence relation on the class of 
indecomposable left S-sets. 
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Proof. That the relation is reflexive and symmetric is clear. We need only 
prove that the relation is transitive. Suppose that X, Y, and 2 are indecomposable 
left S-sets, and suppose that X - Y and Y N 2. 
Then there exist indecomposable left S-sets U and V and injective S-homo- 
morphisms a: X >--f U, ,l3: Y >+ U, 6: Y >++ V, and y: Z >-+ V. 
The disjoint union U u V is a left S-set. We can define a relation G on 
U u V by setting wr = wa for wr , wa E U u V if either wr = wa or there is 
some y E Y such that wr = /3(y) and wa = S(y), or vice versa. Then z is 
clearly reflexive and symmetric. To see that it is transitive suppose that wr z w, 
and wa E w3 , for wr , wa , wa E U U V and suppose wr = ,6(y) and wa = S(y), 
someyEY.Nowifwa=wa, there is nothing to show, so suppose {wa , wa) = 
{/3(y’), 6(y’)} some y’ E Y. Now w2 = 6(y) implies that w2 E V; hence since 
fi(y’) $ V, it must be that wa = 6(y’) and wa = fi(y’). But 6 is injective and 
S(y) = wa = S(y’), so that y = y’. Hence wr = /3(y) = wa , which gives 
w, = wa . Other cases needed to prove transitivity are proved similarly. Thus = 
is an equivalence relation. 
From the definition of = it is clear that if wr = wa , then swr = swa for all 
s E S; hence, = is in fact a left S-congruence on U u V. Consider now the 
quotient S-set W = (U u V)/= . Let A: U-t W and p: V -+ W be the natural 
S-homomorphisms taking elements of U and V to their congruence classes in W. 
The argument proving transitivity of z above in fact shows that the equi- 
valence classes of = are either one-element classes or two-element classes, and 
in the latter case one element is from U while the other is from V. Hence the 
homomorphisms h and p are injective. 
We also see that W is indecomposable. Let w, , wa E W. Since U and V are 
indecomposable, the only case where there is any question is when wr is repre- 
sented by an element of U while wa is represented by an element of V, or 
vice versa. Let us write wr = X(U) and w2 = p(v) for some u E U and v E V. Now 
lety E Y be arbitrary. Then since U is indecomposable, there exist ur ,..., up E U 
such that u E Su, , ,6(y) E Su, , and Sui n Su+r # 0 for i = I ,..., p - 1, and 
since V is indecomposable, there exist ZJ~ ,..., uG E V such that S(y) E SV, , 
VESV~., and Svi n Svi+r # o for i = I,..., q - 1. Then wr =X(U) E SA(u,), 
Sh(u,) A S~(U,+~) i 0 for i = l,..., p - 1, X@(y)) = p(S(y)) E Sh(u,) n Sp(v,) 
# m, Sp(vJ n Sp(zi+r) # % for i = I,..., q - 1, and w, = p(v) E Sp(v,). This 
shows that W is indecomposable. 
Finally we see that AOL: X- W and py: Z-t W are injective S-homo- 
morphisms, which shows that X- Z. Thus N is transitive as desired. 
3. THE COMPONENTS OF %? 
We are now in a position to relate the equivalence classes of indecomposable left 
S-sets defined above to properties of the S-set V. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let X and Y be indecomposable left S-sets. Then X N Y if and 
only z. Q(X) and @p(Y) lie in the same indecomposable component of V. 
Proof. On the one hand, if X N Y, then there is an indecomposable left 
S-set 2 and injective S-homomorphisms a: X-t 2 and /3: Y + 2. Now by 
Proposition 1.2, Q(X) = @r(X) = @a 0 a(X) C Gz(Z) = @i(Z). Similarly, 
Q(Y) C Q(Z). But 2 indecomposable implies that Q(Z) is. Hence Q(X), Q(Y), 
and @(Z) all lie in the same indecomposable component of %?. 
On the other hand suppose that @ C 97 is an indecomposable component of %?. 
Suppose that X and Y are indecomposable left S-sets such that Q(X), @(Y) C %. 
Choose x,, E X and y,, E Y, and let u = @(x,,) and 7 = @( ya) E 9. Since @ is 
indecomposable, there exist q ,..., on E U and si ,..., s, , t, ,..., t, E S such that 
u = %Jl , ti ui = S’+‘q+l for i = l,..., n - 1, and %,, = 7. 
We proceed by induction on n. 
Suppose n = 1. Thus u = %ui and Gul = T for some ui E U and s1 , t, E S. 
Consider the cyclic left S-set V = S/u, , and denote its generator by q, E V. 
Thus for a, b E S, au,b if and only if au,, = bv, . We see also that ax, = bx, 
if and only if sub, which is if and only if qv, = bs,q, since (T = %a, , and like- 
wise ay, = by, if and only if at,v, = bt,v, . Thus Sx, is isomorphic to Ss,v, via 
sxO ++ ssiq, , and Sy, is isomorphic to St,v, via sy,, M st,v, . 
Now SC, is an indecomposable left S-set since it is cyclic. Hence X - Sx,, 
since Sx, C X. V is also indecomposable, and Sx, N V since Sx, is isomorphic 
to Ssiv,, C I’. Hence X N V. But similarly Y y Sy, N V since Sy, is isomorphic 
to S&u, . Hence X N Y as desired. This completes the case n = 1. 
Now suppose n > 1 but that the result is established for n. - 1. Again let 
V = S/u, as above. By the construction for the case n = 1 we see that X - V. 
If again we let q be the generator of V, then @(t,v,) = %ui = %(~a . Hence by 
inductive hypothesis we can conclude that V N Y. Thus X N Y as desired. 
Let us say that two indecomposable left S-sets X and Y are of the same 
indecomposability type if X N Y. Hence we have shown that the indecomposa- 
bility types of indecomposable left S-sets are in one to one correspondence with 
the indecomposable components of V. This result is analogous to the result that 
the indecomposable permutation representations for of a group are in one to 
one correspondece with the conjugacy classes of subgroups of the group. In 
fact the present result reduces to this when S is a group. 
4. F-INDECOMPOSABILITY 
If the monoid S has a zero, then any indecomposable left S-set will have a 
fixed point. Hence any two indecomposable left S-sets can be joined together 
at a fixed point to form a larger indecomposable left S-set. Similarly for any 
481/54/I-18 
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a E V we see that Ou = W, the universal congruence. Hence S has only one 
indecomposability type of left S-set, and % has only one indecomposable com- 
ponent. In fact, we see that this is true even if S has only a right zero. 
Let X be a left S-set. Let F, C X be the set of fixed points of X, i.e., F, = 
(x E X: sx = x for all s E S}. Then let us say X is F-indecomposable if X is 
indecomposable, and if for every x, y E X with x, y q!F, there exist x1 ,..., xg E X 
such that XE Sx,, YESX,, Sxi n Sxi+i # (pi and Sxi n Sx,+r q F, for 
i=l ,...,p - 1. If F, = 0, then F-indecomposable is the same as indecom- 
posable. If F, consists of a single point, then this is the usual notion of O-inde- 
composable (cf. [2], vol. 2, or [4]). I n any case one can show that each x E X 
such that x 4 F, is contained in a unique maximal F-indecomposable S-subset 
of X, which we may call an F-indecomposable component of X. Then the 
intersection of any two F-indecomposable components of X lie in F, , and X can 
be written uniquely as a union of its F-indecomposable components and F, . 
We now can say that two F-indecomposable left S-sets, X and Y are F-related, 
written X wF Y, if they can both be embedded in a third F-indecomposable 
left S-set. We can show as above that wF is an equivalence relation, and we may 
call its classes the F-indecomposability types of left S-sets. 
Suppose now we call an S-subset 4?/ of %? an w-indecomposable component of 
V if % is indecomposable and for every S-subset -tr of %? such that V r> Q 
there is an S-subset V’ C V such that V = & u V and @ A V’ C (w}. Then 
by any easy modification of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X and Y be F-indecomposable l ft S-sets. Then X wF Y 
if and only if Q(X) and G(Y) 1 ie in the same w&decomposable component of V. 
Note that the concept needed for V here is that of w-indecomposability rather 
than the more general F-indecomposability since G? may have fixed points other 
than W, while for every left S-set X, @(F,) = {w} if F, # ,GJ, so that these 
other fixed points are not involved in the proof. 
For applications we shall only look at indecomposability classes rather than 
F-indecomposability classes. 
5. PROTOTYPES 
In order to make this classification of indecomposable left S-sets more useful 
it is desirable to be able to construct a prototype indecomposable of each inde- 
composability type. 
Let S be a monoid, and let % be an indecomposable component of V. Let X 
be an indecomposable left S-set such that Q(X) C a. Following [l] and [3], let 
X be the injective hull of X (in the category of left S-sets). Let XC X be the 
indecomposable component of X which contains X. Then we see that since 
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XC X’, and since fl is indecomposable, we have X-13, which implies that 
D(X) C %!. Furthermore, if Y is an indecomposable left S-set, if ol: X-+ Y an 
injective S-homomorphism, and if /?: Y -+ 8 is the S-homomorphism produced 
by the injectivity of X such that /3 o 01 = inclusion: X -+ X, then p(Y) C X. 
Hence for an indecomposable left S-set X, let us call T? the &decomposable 
injective hull of X since certainly it is an essential extension of X and injective 
with respect to injections of X into other indecomposable left S-sets. 
Now if 42 is an indecomposable component of V, let us call a left S-set X a 
prototype indecomposable of type G2 provided that (i) X is an indecomposable left 
S-set, (ii) X = X, and (iii) Qx(X) = 9. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For every indecomposable component Q of % there is an 
prototype indecomposable left S-set of type %. 
Proof. It suffices to produce an indecomposable left S-set X such that 
Q(X) = @‘, for then we can replace X by X to get a prototype indecomposable 
left S-set of type a. (Let us omit the subscript on Q, in this proposition, letting 
it vary with the context.) 
We construct such an X inductively. Let X1 = S/u where u E 4 is arbitrary. 
Clearly X, is indecomposable. Now suppose that we have an indecomposable 
left S-set Xi such that @(Xi) C %. If @(Xi) # 42, then since 42 is indecom- 
posable, there are some 7 E % and a E S such that 7 $ @(Xi) but % E @(Xi). Now 
considering the left S-set S/T and denoting its elements by {[s]: s E S}, we see 
that @([u]) = *T. Furthermore %- E @(Xi) says there exists some xi E Xi such 
that @(xi) = %. But this says that the left S-set Sx, C Xi is isomorphic to the 
left S-set S[a] C S/T via the map sxi ++ s[u] = [sa] for s E S. Form X,+i by 
“pasting” Xi and S/T together on these isomorphic S-subsets; explicitly, let 
X,+r = (Xi u (S/T))/- where the union is disjoint and = is the congruence 
relation on Xi U (S/T) given by setting u = ~1 for u, w E Xi u (S/T) if and only if 
u = v or {u, U} = {sxd , ~[a]> for some s E S. Then it is easy to see that X,+r is 
indecomposable, that X, C X,+l , and that @(Xi) g @(Xi+J C 4, since 
T E @(&+I). 
Continuing in this way we construct a chain X, C X2 C ... of indecomposable 
left S-sets such that @(Xi) e @(X,+i) if @(Xi) # a. If we set Xj = Uicj Xi 
for j a limit ordinal and continue transfinitely, we see by cardinality considera- 
tions that we reach an indecomposable X, such that @(X,) = 42, as desired. 
The question remains open as to whether there will always exist a minimum 
prototype indecomposable left S-set of type %, where by minimum we mean 
embeddable in every other prototype indecomposable left S-set of type %. 
To justify the use of the term “prototype,” we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let % be an indecomposable component of 9. Let X, be a 
prototype indecomposable left S-set of type 4?. Let X be any indecomposable left 
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S-set such that ax(X) C 42. Then (i) there is an S-homomorphism of X into a 
direct product of suficiently many copies of X, which is one-to-one on orbits 
(cyclic S-subsets of X), and (ii) X can be embedded in an indecomposable left S-set 
which is a quotient of the disjoint union of su@iciently many copies of Xqd , where the 
congruence giving this quotient is the identity when restricted to any copy of X,, in 
this union. 
Proof. (i) Let x E X. Then there is an x E X, such that Sx is isomorphic 
to Sg via the map sx t-t s% for s E S, since we must have Qx(x) = ax,(%) for 
some fEX*. Now since X, = XQ , the map Sx + Sx C X, extends to a 
homomorphism Al,: X - X, . Then let X be the product of / X / copies of X, 
and let 01: X--f X be the S-homomorphism whose xth component is a, . Then 
by construction 01 is one-to-one on orbits of X, since for each x E X the restriction 
of LY, to Sx is one-to-one. 
(ii). As above, for each x E X let XE X, such that Sx is isomorphic 
to S% via sx F+ sx for s E S. Now let 2, = X* for all x E X, and set 2’ = 
UrnoX 2, , the disjoint union. Now let = be the congruence on 2’ given by 
lettingx,-z,ifz,=z,orifz,=sx~Z,,z,=t~EZ,,andsx=tyinX 
for some x, y E X, some s, t E S. Then we can set Z = .Z’/=, and let /3: X--f Z 
be given by letting /3 send x E X to the z-class of x E 2, in 2. 
Informally, what this construction does is to paste 2, = X, to X on the 
isomorphic orbits 5% and Sx for each x E X. Since this is done for all x E X, 
every element of X is identified with some element of some 2, , and the resulting 
S-set 2 can be expressed as a quotient of 2’ as above: 
It is now easy to see that = is the identity when restricted to each 2, , that fl 
is one-to-one, and that 2 is indecomposable. This last follows from the inde- 
composability of X and each 2, and from the nature of E. 
Remark. The embedding used to prove (ii) is not very economical, but it 
does show that if one has a prototype indecomposable of type @‘, one can find 
every indecomposable left S-set of type & as an S-subset of some indecom- 
posable left S-set formed by pasting together copies of the prototype. The 
problem of determining the various ways in which copies of the prototype 
can be pasted together is largely one of combinatorics and only related to S in 
that study of the left S-set % gives information as to how two orbits can be 
pasted together on isomorphic suborbits (cf. [4, 5, 6, 81). 
6. APPLICATIONS TO h4 AND B 
Let us now take a brief look at applications of this theory to N, the non- 
negative integers (under +), and to El, the bicyclic semigroup. 
As is well-known, every (left) congruence on FU is of the form ozlq where for 
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a,b~~,aa,,bifa=borifa,b~~anda~b(modq)andwhereO~p<a3 
and 0 < q < 00. By allowing q = 0 in this notation and interpreting a =. b 
(mod co) to mean a = b, we see that ogO denotes the identity congruence for all 
p. We also see that aO, is the universal congruence, while aoa is just congruence 
modulo q. 
Now for n E N one easily computes that 
if n >p. 
Thus the indecomposable components of %(kJ), the set of left congruences on N, 
are in one-to-one correspondence with {croon: 0 < q < CO}. Now if we let N act 
on Z the integers, by n . z = x - n, and if we let J, = Z/u, where x u,,y if and 
onlyifx=yorx,y<Oandxzy(modq)forO<q<m,thenJ,isan 
indecomposable prototype corresponding to the component of %‘(kJ) containing 
uoQ . In fact each of these is a minimum prototype in the sense mentioned in the 
last section since it can be shown that each J, is of the form c) where 
1 E J, is the image of 1 E Z in J, . Note that J,, = Z here. 
The study of B is naturally somewhat more complex. Let us write B as 
generated by a and b subject to the relation bu = 1. Hence B = {urbs: 0 < Y, 
s E iV}. For p, q E N let 6,, be the left congruence on B given by x S,, y for 
x, y E B if and only if x = y on x = urbs, y = utbu, p < s, u < p + q, and 
Y - t = s - U. If one represents 8 in the usual rectangular array with columns 
indexed by powers of b and rows indexed by powers of a, then a,,, is the identity 
outside of the vertical strip bounded by the columns corresponding to bp and 
bjn+rl. 
Also for p, q E lV let 1~~~ be the left congruence on B given by x n,,,, y for 
x, y E B if and only if x = a’@, y = urbu, p < S, u, and s = u (mod q). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let a be any left congruence on B. Then OL can be written 
uniquely in the fom 
0) a=6 P,Ql V S,2a2 V ... V 8p,Q, V ..., where 
OY in the form 
(ii) (Y=S l?lnl v %lz4* v ” v $& v %I m+1%+1 V ... V 8,na, V mD4 , where 
Pl < Pl + 91 < ... <P,<P,+q~,,(P~P,+,<P,,,+Qm+l<” 
<P92<P,+q9%GP+q, 
where V denotes the usual join of left congruences. 
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Remark. With this notation the identity congruence is represented by an 
empty join of type (i), while the universal congruence can be written S,, V Tll 9 
a join of type (ii). 
The proof of this proposition follows by application of the lemma below. 
LEMMA 6.2. (i) If OL is a left congruence on B, then (a7b8) 01 (ar+lcbu) with 
k, Y, s, u > 0 if and only if b8 OL akbu. 
(ii) If/3 is thefinest left congruence on IEB such that bs /3 akbu with k, S, u > 0, 
then 
(1) ,t? = &, v ru k+s--u if t‘ - s < 0, 
(2) /3 = 6, u--s V n8 k+s--u if 0 d u - s < k, and 
(3) p = s,, v ns+k u-s-k if k < ~4 - S, 
where a,, and rDP denote the left congruences given above. 
(iii) the left congruences a,, and 7rgp satisfy the following relations. 
(1) S,, V a,, = S,, where t = max(p + q, Y + s) - p if p < r < p + q. 
(2) TPq v TtTys = ntu where t = min(p, I) and u = g.c.d. (q, s). 
(3) ~,,v~,,=~,,-,v~,.+,+,v~,,ifP~~~P+q<~+~. 
(4) L v rrs = b v =ps ifpbr<r+s<p+q. 
(5) L v nr8 = &, v =Ts where r<t<r+s and t=p (mods) if 
Y <p. 
(5a) s,, V rrS = 6, ffQ--T--R V 6, r+s--p V =Ts ifr < P < r + s < p + q and 
q < s. 
(5b) s,, V =rs = 8,s V ~7s ifr<p<r+s<p+qands<q. 
Proof. The proof is by direct computation and is omitted. 
Parts (i) and (ii) of this lemma show that every left congruence is a join of 
6,‘s and n,,‘s. Part (iii) of the lemma enables these joins to be expressed in the 
unique form described in Proposition 6.1. 
Remark. It is true for any monoid S that if OL and /3 are left congruences, and 
if s E S, then “(a A /3) = (“a) A (s/3), w i e in general S(a V /3) 2 (sa) V (“/3), even h’l 
though % r) “/3 whenever a! 1 p. However, the joins with which we must work to 
study the action of III on U(B), the set of left congruences on B, do not impede 
our computation of this action. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let 6,, and rpQ E U(B) b e us above. Let a, b E IB be the generators 




bS 9Q = ~9-1, if 
= 6, Q-l ;f 
= 00 6 if 
9 90 = a,+1 I ” 601 * 
bPpq = w)-1 Q 
= =o g 
P>l 




Proof. Direct computation. 
Observe now that the conditions of Proposition 6.1 are such that the q’s 
appearing should always be strictly positive. If we now refer to a left congruence 
on B as type (i) or type (ii), depending on which part of Proposition 6.1 applies to 
it, we see that an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.3 is that no left congruence 
of type (i) lies in the same indecomposable component of U(5) as does one of 
type (ii), since if a congruence contains a 7r9Q with q > 0, so will every translation 
of it, while if it does not, no translation of it will either. 
If CY is a left congruence on B of type (i) represented as in Proposition 6.1 
let us call the representing string for 01 the infinite string (p, , p, + q1 , p, , 
p, + q2 ,...), where pi and qi come from the representation of Proposition 6.1, 
and where we fill out the right side of this string with cc if 01 is a finite join of 
A,,%. Thus a,, is represented by (p, p + q, co, co,...), while the identity is 
represented by (co, co,...). Thus each left congruence of type (i) on B can be 
represented uniquely by an infinite string (Ye , y2 , ra ,...), where ri E N u {co} 
for all i, where ri < Y<+~ for all i, and where ri < yi+l whenever ri E N. In what 
follows let x-y=max(x-y,O} for x,y~N, and co~y=~+y=co 
foryEN. 
LEMMA 6.4. If a is a left congruence of type (i) represented by the string 
(rl , r2, r3 ,... ). Then ba is represented by 
(rl -L 1, r2 2- 1, y3 2 l,...) if Y2 > 1 
(r3 -L 1, Y, 2 l,...) ;f r-2 = 1, 
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and % is represented by 
(0, 1, r1 + 1, ys + I,...) if Yl 3 1 
(O,r,+l,r,+l,...) ;f Y1=O. 
Proof. This is a direct application of Lemma 6.3, together with the observa- 
tion that if p + 4 < Y, then “(SD, V S,,) = %,, V “S,., for x = a, b. Finally 
adjustments have to be made at the left end of the strings to make them conform 
to the representation of Proposition 6.1. 
Call two strings (yl , y2 , r3 ,...) and (sl , s2 , sS ,...) of the form above eventually 
equivalent if there exist positive integers m and n such that for all i > 0 we have 
yz?n+1+i - ~zm+1 = %n+1+i - %n+1 (the use of yZm+l and s*%+~ here is to make 
these correspond to a “p” if the strings are representing strings for some left 
congruences on EE.) 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Two left congruences of type (i) on 8 lie in the same inde- 
composable component of U(B) if and only if their representing strings are eventualZy 
equivalent. 
Proof. If 01 is represented by (rl , r2 ,...) and /3 by (sl , s2 ,... ), and if these 
strings are eventually equivalent, then % = Y/3 where x = br2m+l and y = bSrTc-*, 
where m and n are as in the definition of eventually equivalent. 
On the other hand, Lemma 6.4 shows that if a: is represented by (rl , y2 ,...) 
and if “01, for x E B, is represented by (tl , t, ,...), then there exist m, n E N such 
that for all i > 0 we have t2m+l+i - t2m+l = r2n+l+i - rpn+l . Thus the strings 
representing (Y and “01 are eventually equivalent. Therefore if % = v/J for x, y E B, 
and if 01, p left congruences of type (i), then the representing strings of OL and /3 
are eventually equivalent. Finally by transitivity, if 01 and /3 lie in the same 
indecomposable component of V(B), then their representing strings are even- 
tually equivalent, as desired. 
COROLLARY 6.6. There are uncountably many indecomposable components of 
S(B) consisting of type (i) congruences. Hence there are uncountably many inde- 
composability types of left B-sets. 
Proof. By looking at representing strings we can show by a usual diagonal 
argument that there are uncountably many left congruences of type (i). Any 
string containing the symbol co lies in the component of the identity, which 
must be countable, since there are only countably many strings containing the 
symbol co. 
If 01 is a left congruence represented by the string (rl , r2 , yg ,...) with yi E N 
for all i, then to show that the indecomposable component of Y(B) containing ac 
is countable, we need only count the representing sequences eventually equi- 
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valent to (rr , 72, r3 ,... ). Let R C ny=, N denote the collection of representing 
strings not containing the symbol CXJ for left congruences of type (i). Let 
T: R--f nT=, N be given by T(s, , s2 , sa ,...) = (sr , sa - sr , sa - s2 ,... ). Then 
T is one-to-one. For n E Z, let S,: ny=, N ---f I-J:, N be given by 
S&, > x2 > x3 Y) = (&L+1 >%2 ,...I if fZ>O 
= (0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, x1 , x2 ,...) if n < 0, 
where 1 n / zeros have been annexed on the left. That is, S, shifts to the left n 
places. 
With this notation we see that (sr , s2 , s3 ,,.. ) E R being eventually equivalent to 
(Yl , y2 > 73 Y.> means that for some n E 72, we must have T(s, , s2, s3 ,...) - 
S,T(r, , yz , 73 ,...I E 02, & where @zr % = {(x1 , x2, x3 ,...) E nzr Z: xi = 0 
except for finitely many i}. Thus if (sr , sa , s3 ,...) is eventually equivalent to 
(yl , y2 , y3 ,...1, then W, , s2, s3 ,...I E UnGh {SJ(yl , y2 , y3 ,...) + C& Z}. But 
since the set on the right is a countable union of countable sets, and hence 
countable, and since T is one-to-one, the set of elements of R eventually equi- 
valent to (yr , y2, r3 ,...) must be countable. Hence the indecomposable compo- 
nent of any left congruence a! of type (i) must be countable. Since there are 
uncountably many such congruences, there must be uncountably many such 
components. 
The situation with left congruences of type (ii) is similar, but harder to write 
because of the problem of forming the translation of a join. To summarize 
briefly, if 01 is a left congruence of type (ii) denoted as in (ii) of Proposition 6.1, 
then for x = Pm+1 one finds that 
One further finds that if ol is a left congruence of type (ii), then some translation 
of d can be written in the form ?joQ1 V 6,Zg2 V ... V a,,, V rrooo with n 3 0 and 
with O<q1<pz<p,tq2<~~~<pn<pntqn<q, where if n>l we 
can show that this can be done with p, + qn < q; that is except when the 
translation is ao, V no4 , we can assume that p, + qn < 4. One can then show 
that the set of indecomposable components of%?(B) consisting of type (ii) con- 
gruences can be mapped injectively into a subset of u,“=r P, , where P, is the set 
of partitions of the set {l,..., q}. Thus there are countably many indecomposable 
components of q?(B) consisting of left congruences of type (ii), and hence 
countably many indecomposability types of left B-sets corresponding to these. 
This gives a characterization of the indecomposable components of U(lE8) 
that is explicit enough that one could with some combinatorial ingenuity write 
down explicit prototypes for each indecomposability class of left B-sets as we 
have done for N. 
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